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Hello, I have followed all the steps but in the ebook
it says there is a problem. I tried to do the same

with other books and it worked. Could you please
tell me what I'm doing wrong? I have tried moving
the files to the new Kindle Library folder, selected

new theme and I still can't make the ebook
download the pdf files. Seems to have fixed it for
me now, thanks. I also just realized that I had done
the new theme and the ebook wouldn't download

after. I had to remove that theme and then try
again, and now it seems to work properly!Q: How

to instantiate classes in C# from different
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assemblies? I am working on a code where I have
two assemblies A and B. A uses a public class C

from assembly B. B needs to be a separate
assembly for a number of reasons. I cannot modify

the class C in assembly B as I don't know what
changes it would require. So I want to instantiate C

from assembly A. Is this possible? Or is there
another way to go about it? I am using C#. A:
You're asking for inter-assembly dependency

resolution. These are possible but require more
explicit design. A possible solution is to derive C as
an abstract class in assembly A and implement C in

assembly B. The implementation can be in a
different assembly. Another solution is to only

instantiate C at construction time, instead of from
the class itself. A suitable constructor might look

like this: public C(IService someService) {... } As a
side benefit, you won't need to resolve

dependencies at compile time. Amy Schumer Is
Getting Her Own Comedy Network Show In

addition to making her long-awaited return to the
popular TV series Trainwreck, Amy Schumer is set
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to have her own half-hour comedy special that will
air on Comedy Central. In a press release

announcing the special on Thursday, Schumer said
she has a “great co-star” named Christina

Applegate in the special and she has a “great home-
cooking team” in the form of her husband. “It’s

been a crazy ride, but I’m so excited for this next
chapter,” Schumer said in the press release. “For
me to get my own show and share everything I’ve

been working on in my life and put it out there
3e33713323
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